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Gallup nm police codes

10-1 Receiving Poorly 10-2 Receiving Well 10-3 Stop Transmitting 10-4 Ok / Understood 10-5 Relay Message 10-6 Busy 10-7 Out Of Service / Deceased 10-8 In Service 10-9 Repeat 10-10 Periodic Watch 10-10-0 Welfare Check 10-11 Animal Call 10-12 Check MVD 10-13 Weather Check 10-14 Escort 10-15 Domestic Fight 10-16 Prisoner 10-17 Pickup /
Deliver Items 10-18 Drunk 10-19 Return To 10-20 Location 10-21 Telephone 10-22 Blood Tech 10-23 Sex Offense 10-24 Traffic 10-25 Contact 10-26 Check Auto Registration 10-27 Investigation 27-0 Forgery 27-1 Homicide 27-2 Rape 27-3 Robbery 27-4 Aggravated Assault Battery 27-5 Burglary 27-6 Theft 27-7 Auto Theft 27-8 Shooting 27-9 Stabbing 10-28
Missing Person 10-29 Wanted Person 10-30 Juvenile 10-31 Suspicious 10-32 Fight 10-33 Fire Call 10-34 Officer 10-35 Prowler 10-36 Time 10-37 Shoplifting 10-38 Vandalism 10-39 Disturbance 39-1 Loud Music 39-2 Loud Party 39-3 Shots Fired 39-4 Aggravated Driver 39-5 Panhandlers 10-40 Mental Patient 10-41 Neighbor 10-42 Request Dispatch Times
10-43 Rescue Call 10-44 Traffic Accident No Injuries 10-45 Traffic Accident w/Injury 10-46 Tow truck / Wrecker 10-47 Drunk Driver 10-48 Use Caution 10-49 Any traffic 10-50 No traffic 10-51 Post to delivery 10-52 Audible Alarm 10-53 Silent Alert 10-53 54 Stop Traffic 10-55 Ambulance Call 10-56 Arrival on stage 10-57 Drugs 10-58 Dead Body 10-59 Bomb
Threat 10-60 Coffee Break 10-61 Lunch Break 10-62 Entrance on/ Off Duty 10-64 Field Investigator 10-65 Kidnapping / Abduction 10-66 Nature Break 10-70 Chemical Spill 10-74 Tactical Plan 10-75 Various of Code 10-76 SWAT Call 10-80 Demonstration 10-81 Civil Disturbances 10-82 Reserve Time Cover 1 0-83 Officer in Trouble 10-88 True Alarm 10-89
False Alarm 10-90 Vehicle Maintenance 10-91 Fuel Vehicle 10-92 Court 10-99 Officer Held hostage Suspect Description Codes: 3 letter code is used to provide very fast and generalized description of the person. This is usually a suffix with additional descriptive parameters, such as growth, Weight/Body Type (thin, heavyset, etc.), clothing, hair, tattoos or
other identifying marks, etc. First letter - Race/Ethnic Second Letter - Gender Third Letter - Age W - White B - Black S - Hispanic I - Indian / Indian M - Men F - Women A - Adult J - Juvenile AFD / BCF Typical examples can be a general non-specific hospital call without complications, calls of citizens, investigation of smoke. Bravo - Medium Priority Response /
Not Threatening, but Intervention Is Necessary. Examples include car accidents with all patients, outpatient, minor animal bites, drunken faces, small external fires, no confirmed fire. Charlie - Possible threat to life or property. Examples include diabetic episodes, sudden onset of severe pain, significant bleeding, bleeding, calls with a patient's heart/stroke
history, drug overdose, heavy smoke research. Delta - Immediate threat to life or property. Examples include serious road accidents w/injury, pedestrian/cyclist/motorcycle vs. vehicle, shooting, stabbing, heart episodes, unconsciousness, ineffective breathing, confirmed structure fires, large external fires. Echoes are an imminent threat to life. Examples may
be cardiac arrest, not current breathing, CPR in progress, AED deployment, structure/vehicle fires with passengers trapped, water rescues. Omega - Low priority with other resources sent. Situations where other resources are more appropriate than responding to a fire or rescue. Albuquerque is divided into six different geographic zones called district
commands. District teams are further divided into patrol areas called strikes. The suffix number of the unit call sign indicates the area where they are assigned. The first number is their district team, the second and third numbers are a designated patrol strike. For example, the Suffix 234 unit will be a division of the Valley District Command patrolling the I-40
area in the north, I-25 in the east, Lomas Boulevard in the south and 3rd St. to the west. Units, of course, are not limited to their district command or designated patrol strike and can be called to assist anywhere in the city, as required by the volumes and priorities of the call. APD operates two air units. Air 1 is the Eurocopter EC120B. They also operate the
Cessna 182 for longer missions. BCSO operates Metro 1, Eurocopter AS350 B3. They also operate UH1, which can be equipped for aerial firefighting operations and can be equipped with a rescue basket to retreiving injured tourists and the like. These opportunities are often used, especially in the summer months, when fires and stranded tourists are more
common. Whichever helicopter up will handle both APD and BCSO calls, and is also available to assist other nearby agencies. They can also communicate directly with AFD/BCFD, and you will hear how they often provide aerial fire monitoring or participate in search and rescue operations in the Sandia Mountains. Other codes, abbreviations and acronyms
Code 1 - Non emergency response. No light, no sirens. Code 3 - Emergency response with lights and sirens. Code 4 - It's clear. Additional units reacting can clear. 78 - EMS quality assurance officer. An ambulance captain who plays an important role in serious rescue or medical situations. In high-profile calls, such as numerous incidents involving victims, a
MEMBER of the AO may be sent to provide oversight and assist as the incident commander. Code 900 - Status Check. At regular intervals or if the employee has not checked in for a certain period of time or keys to the emergency button on his radio, the dispatcher will try to check with the officer. If If The dispatcher does not receive all the safe response,
additional units will be sent to check on this officer. Used only by APD, other district agencies simply ask for status/good check fare. AAS - Albuquerque Ambulance Service. Contract of the ambulance provider for AFD. AfD responds to most rescue calls and handles patient transport duties. AAS units on the radio are called 55. AIC - Available in
neighborhoods. The unit is located in the station and is available for destination. ALS - Advanced life support unit. A fully equipped rescue unit staffed by paramedics. AOR - Available on the radio. Used when the fire and rescue unit is in the area and available for use, but has not yet returned to the station. ATL - Trying to find. MORE - Be on the observation
deck. An official bulletin containing information on the matter in the bulletin was distributed to local law enforcement agencies. CAD - Computer Aid Dispatch. Each service call entered this system and assigned a CAD number. CP - Call party / command post. The dual meaning of using in the context of a major incident will relate to the command post that was
created for the incident. Dog Pound - Alias for a city refueling yard near Lomas and Wyoming. That's what they called because it's next to an eastern animal shelter. If you hear a unit reporting they are on a dog pound, it means they are doing a fuel stop. ETOH is a commonly heard code that you won't find on the MPDS chart. Etoh is a chemical acronym for
ethanol and refers to the call for a drunk person, usually coded as 23B1. It is also humorously used as an acronym for Extremely Trash or Ground. FI - Field Investigator. Crime scene / evidence of technicians. They have a radiocord of 10-64, but it is rarely used. Fire Box is a square grid system used by AFD to narrow the call down to a specific area. It
doesn't seem to be published anywhere, so I can't provide any maps. Level 0 - A code used by the Albuquerque Ambulance Service to indicate that they do not have units currently available for calls. Level 1 Stage - The device must stage one block in the direction of the trip to the incident and wait for the destination. Level 2 Stage - The apparatus must stage
enough distance to keep the scene from being congested. Typically, the response units have an designated staging area with a director assigned to manage it. An alternative mechanism for MDC for other nonviolent addicts and alcoholics. It is also a frequent place for the E11/R11 as their station is just down the street. MCI - Mass Incident The low level of
MCI is 5-25 patients, the high level of MCI is 25-100 patients. The crash incident has more than 100 patients. Patients. MCI activates a set of protocols that include creating formal sorting, minimum resources assigned, triggering automatic responses to mutual assistance, and putting district hospitals on alert. MDC - Bernalo County Metro Detention Center,
the main detention center serving the Metro area. Located 20 miles west of the city center. It is the 39th largest prison in the country. MDT / PDT - Mobile/Portable Data Terminal. Computers in vehicles that are tied to the CAD system. AFDs are commonly referred to as their MDT, APD likes to call them PDT's. NCIC - National Crime Information Centre. PAR
- Staff Responsibility Report. The radio reports that is periodically requested by the command during the fire incident to make sure that each crew is intact and all crew members are accounted for. PSA - Assistant to the Police Service. Civil servants assisting patrol officers in traffic accidents, traffic management, minor offences, taking protocols, paperwork
and other administrative duties, releasing patrol officers to perform more priority calls to the service. PTC - Prisoner Transportation Center. The institution in the center of the city, where the arrested are brought to the MTC in special transport vans. Avoids officers having to make a long trip to the MDC to transport prisoners. On busy nights, it often fills up and
you will hear dispatchers advise that PTC is 10-7 (out of service). In this case, the employees will drive them directly to the MTC or to the district substation. Radio Standby - Backup radio is only a mode of operation and procedure if there is a problem with computer assistance dispatch (CAD) systems. RIT - Rapid Response Team. A go-to fire team is on
stand to help other firefighters in distress. They do not participate in the usual fire-fighting duties, but are put in full gear ready to enter the fire structure if necessary. RP - Responsible party. RTC/RTCC - Real-time Crime Center. An information center and data focal point that can provide real-time information to employees when they answer a call. Signal 7 -
Stolen car. TIC - Thermal imaging camera. You'll sometimes hear it asked for on-fire calls. It is used to check for additional fire in the walls. It can also be used to sweep the scene to detect the thermal signatures of potential unwr overtaken victims. Frequently asked questions: The sound sounds are distorted or distorted. A: This is what the Provoice radio
system sounds like. What you hear is a very compressed digital sound. It's clear enough to be understandable, but the quality isn't going to kick you. You hear it basically, it sounds in this area. Transmissions either pass or fall apart completely. It's the nature of digital audio, there's no graceful fall like analog sound. The advantages of this system are the
efficient use of the bandwidth, lack of static and almost complete lack of background noise. The downside is somewhat poor sound quality, even at best. There are also numerous radio dead zones throughout the area, especially with county units in more rural areas and APD units operating near the mountains. The question is: Why don't I hear insert agency
here? A: The county backbone radio system is quite busy, so I carefully choose what to broadcast to maximize available airtime. Some channels may violate the channel provider's terms of service and cannot be broadcast. A specific institution may not be on the county radio system. If there's something not on the channel you'd like to hear, feel free to
contact me about it and I'll explore the possibility of adding it or even starting a new channel if appropriate and what I can get from my location in the Albuquerque metro area. Also, it's possible I may have goofed and blocked a legitimate talkgroup by accident. The question: I don't see any alpha tags A: You'll need to use an external player like Winamp, MPC,
foobar2000, itunes, etc. to see them, you won't see them with a broadcastify web player. Most mobile listening apps also support tags. If you use a supported player and still don't see it, it's probably a problem on my part that needs to be fixed. In: No Audio! A: Sometimes things break. Software and computers freeze or crash, the cable gets accidentally
disconnected, my cat jumped on something important, etc. one day my jerky dog got tangled in a cable and pulled the entire computer off the table in his frantic escape attempt. From time to time there will also be short-term outages to install any necessary software updates or hardware updates. I usually try to inform listeners in advance of any planned
downtime with feed status messages and Twitter updates. All of you fine listeners are very good at informing me of any problems and I can usually solve them pretty quickly, usually remotely, if the problem is just software related. Sometimes it will take a little longer if it's hardware related and I'm not around to solve it right away. In accordance with the
RadioReference.com conditions of service, only routine dispatches, special events, as well as on-site fire and rescue operations will be broadcast. This channel is only available for entertainment purposes. Using this feed, or any feed scanner, to facilitate the commission of a crime is a criminal offence. Under no circumstances should you use any information
obtained from this channel, or any channel, to respond to the scene, to interfere with emergency personnel, or otherwise take any action that might put yourself or others at risk. If you have any relevant and useful information regarding everything you can hear in this broadcast, please contact Agency.  For service or to report a crime, call 911 (emergency) or
505-242-2677 (not an emergency). This canal is not connected to the city of Albuquerque, County Bernallo, or any of them. dinodan dinodan
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